Frontiers
with Peter Evans 
The Shape of things to come


(Sound of balloon being given gas)
"The balloons themselves are stunningly spectacular"
(More gas)
"They are football stadium sized structures that fly at 150,000 feet and they're just absolutely enormous"
[We'll wait for more UFO sightings by those who mistake anything in the sky as an alien ship then -LB]
(More gas)
"If you ask,you know,what kind of scientific challenge is this,right,you're looking for these incredibly tiny variations in temperature,I mean one part in a hundred thousand in this thing that's the coldest thing out there.It's 3 degrees above absolute zero,and then to do that you kind of,you know, hang this detector from an Earth that's 300 degrees above absolute zero and you float it at you know 150,000 feet.The whole thing just sounds completely insane.If you were to tell someone at a party what you did,they'd probably laugh in your face."
(More gas)
"Some have called it 'the toughest measurement in science' because basically you're looking at the coldest thing in the universe.In thirty years of looking at this radiation,people have been hoodwinked by all sorts of things.They've measured the temperature of their balloons,they've measured the temperature of their equipment,they've measured the temperature of trees,and they've failed to actually measure the cosmic background radiation,it is so difficult to do." 

Peter Evans : Balloons,measurements,the coldest material in the universe,and some of the most difficult problems in the whole of science.In this last programme of the current series of Frontiers,I want you to contemplate the inconceivable,visualise the unimaginable and look into the impenetrable,in other words imagine you're a cosmologist. You're a theoretician trying to come up with believable supportable ideas on how the universe began,how it might end, whether space is finite or infinite in extent,and a few related little mind teases that have stretched the imagination of thinkers for centuries.How can you even start to answer these questions? Well you do it by getting clues from the cold background radiation that bathes the whole universe.You try to make deductions from it like a palaeontologist tries to reconstruct say the shape and behaviour of early humans from a shattered fragment of jaw or hip bone.In fact,this whole field is sometimes called "cosmic pale ontology" and a few weeks ago it received a huge shot of intellectual adrenaline,when the shape and destiny of the cosmos were confidently inferred from observations. "I think this is the point we're going to remember where we said in the textbooks 'our universe is flat' " "We are not going to end up in a big crunch.We don't have a limited amount of time before the universe recollapses.Instead it's going to expand forever." 

Peter Evans : As I say,cosmologists seem pretty confident about the shape of the universe- it's flat,and what it's fate will be,and all on the strength of some observations made by the BOOMERANG project,a tiny telescope on a balloon,peering at a small fraction of the sky, through the cloud layer,as it passed over the Antarctic.It seems a lot to infer from such a limited perspective.But another satellite mission to be launched by NASA in November should tell us how accurate a picture BOOMERANG has painted. The Microwave Anisotropy Probe - MAP is a hi-tech instrumentation package that'll observe the whole sky from space,far above obscuring clouds. 
[More info on MAP can be found at http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/ -LB] 
MAP is designed to provide insights into the shape or geometry of the universe,and the related matter of whether it goes on forever or has a finite limit.It may also as we'll hear even hint at what lies beyond the limits of our observations.It'll do all this by taking measurements of the cosmic background radiation,cool remnants from the big bang that jerked space and time into action 12 billion years ago.It's not hard to find these traces,says author of "The Magic Furnace" Marcus Chown,because they're literally everywhere you look. 

Marcus Chown : If you take a cubic centimetre of empty space anywhere in the universe,it contains 300 photons-particles of light from this radiation.In fact 99% of all the light in the universe is actually the afterglow from the big bang,it isn't actually the light from stars or anything like that. So it's pretty incredible that it was only discovered in 1965! 

Peter Evans : Why do people regard it as so important? 

Marcus Chown : It comes to us from one third of a million years after the big bang itself.It's the oldest light,and when we look at it,when we pick it up with our telescopes,we're seeing back as far as we can with light,and encoded in this light is an image of the universe as it was a third of a million years after the big bang,so we can get a snapshot of the baby universe,and this was a crucial point in the history of our universe,when the first structures,the seeds of galaxies like our own Milky Way formed. 

Peter Evans : Marcus Chown's idea that the afterglow from the big bang "encodes" information about the very early universe is attractive.These remnants of radiation are often described as the cosmologists Rosetta stone for decoding the past,enabling researchers to make detailed deductions like Sherlock Holmes from the most slender observational evidence. 

"Supposing I unravel the whole matter?"
"Wonderful" 
(Sherlock Holmes continues in the background) 

Marcus Chown : In this light from the beginning of time is everything that cosmologists have ever wanted to know about the universe,but been afraid to ask,I mean - how old the universe is.. 

"...wore coarse square toed boots.."

Marcus Chown : ...how fast is it expanding...

"...and smoked a trichinopoly cigar." 

Marcus Chown : ...what happened in the first split-second of the universe's existence... 

"He came here with his victim in a four-wheeled cab..." 

Marcus Chown : ....and what will happen to the universe in the far,far future.It's all there.

"These are only a few indications,but they may assist." 

Peter Evans : So how can we infer so much from this fossil radiation from the big bang? It's in the form of very short waves,microwaves,and it's a mixture of both light and residual heat. [It's odd that this radiation is all around us and yet people are worried about Cell Phones.As Frontiers reported last week,it's possible low level radiation maybe harmless or even required - LB] Extremely faint,but enough to suggest powerful ideas to Dave Spoegel the leading theoretician on the MAP project at Princeton University. 

Dave Spoegel : The microwave background basically looks like a nearly uniform cloud layer,with nearly constant temperature of about 3 degrees above absolute zero. 

Peter Evans : You say "nearly",actually it's the nearly-ness that's interesting isn't it? 

Dave Spoegel : It's the nearly-ness that's interesting.Tiny variations in the temperature of the microwave background,these are variations at the level of one hundred thousandth of a degree basically,from place to place,are tracing the tiny variations in the density of the universe from place to place and these tiny variations are the fluctuations that will grow to form galaxies,and will grow to form the large scale structure that we see.So when we look at the microwave background we learn a number of things,we learn about the seeds,and we also learn about the geometry of the universe. Is the universe flat,positively curved like the surface of a sphere,like the Earth.The analogy that I think of is the surface of a lake.When you look at this very calm lake,and you notice ripples in the lake from rocks thrown into the lake.From looking at those ripples you can learn a number of things,you can learn about the type of pebbles or rocks thrown into the lake;was someone throwing a handful of pebbles or a big heavy rock? You could also learn something about the lake;is it made of water? Is it made of mercury? You can learn something about where you are relative to the lake;are you very far from the lake,high above it in an airplane looking down,or are you standing close to the lake? And that's what we can do when we look at the microwave background. 

Peter Evans : Cosmologists have been toying with three main ideas about the shape of the universe one is that it's positively curved,or closed like a giant expanding sphere,another is that it's negatively curved or open,the opposite to a sphere if you can imagine that,something like a mega-potato chip or perhaps a saddle.Then there's the flat hypothesis,the universe is like a flat sheet of paper except that it's more than 2 dimensions.
[These types of geometries relate to the Non-Euclidean spaces and Riemann and Lobochevski geometries mentioned in articles @xoom. -LB]
How can observations of light particles-photons from the big bang help Astrophysicists such as Carlos Frenke of Durham University to decide what shape our universe actually is? 

Carlos Frenke : This is the beauty of science.We can make very,very momentous inferences based on very detailed data.Those particles of light have been propagating throughout billions of years until they reach our telescopes,and as they propagate through the universe,they sample the geometry.They follow any curvature that might be present,and so by studying the properties of these little ripples,we actually infer the geometry of the universe. 

Marcus Chown : If you can imagine light rays coming from one side of these cosmic ripples,and from the other side,are coming towards us,two parallel light rays,they're sort of like cosmic plumb lines.If the universe is flat,they stay parallel until they get to us.If the universe is curved,they either sort of converge as they come,or diverge,and what we've discovered is in fact that they remain parallel,so the universe is flat.. 

Peter Evans : Or so now most people seem to believe.When MAP is launched it may well clinch the matter.The satellite and instruments are now being assembled by NASA,meanwhile at Princeton,Lyman Page and colleagues are carrying out final checks on its sensitivity to barely perceptible ripples from the afterglow of the big bang,using a mock up on the roof of the physics department. 

Lyman Page : These are the oldest photons,right? The last thing these photons and our detectors interact with is a hydrogen atom just a few hundred thousand years after the birth of the universe,so we're looking back at the oldest light,it's mind-boggling. 

Peter Evans : It's interesting Lyman,isn't it though,that you can have this concurrently and alongside other kinds of instruments on old-fashioned balloons? 

Lyman Page : Yeah! Balloons are getting fancier and fancier,I don't know if they're quite old- fashioned,I mean these days we're talking about ultra long duration high-pressure balloons, circling the globe.The path to space missions has been through balloons,so they play a key role in all of this,they're really the stepping stone to space,a good testing place for new technologies. 

Peter Evans : We're talking about an instrument,but in a sense,it's sort of two instruments back to back,isn't it,really? 

Lyman Page :There are really two back to back Gregorian telescopes,so the light comes in from the sky, bounces off the primary mirror,up to a secondary,which is hugely oversized,and it's oversized so that things like the galaxy don't peer over the top of this mirror and interfere with our detectors. 

Peter Evans : Right,that's about half a metre across is it? 

Lyman Page : Exactly yeah....and then off the secondary mirror it comes into these funnels for the radiation, you know they resemble and old phonograph sound former. 

Peter Evans : Absolutely. 

Lyman Page : And it funnels the radiation down to detectors where it's then amplified,and while one telescope does that the second one is doing the same thing so the amplified radiation from the two telescopes are then combined and we look at the difference between them. So at any time,we really look at the difference in temperatures on the sky from two points,and the satellite rotates,and it also precesses,so it makes this very complicated pattern on the sky,many differences on many angular scales,so in six months we actually cover the whole sky,to produce a true map of the fluctuations on the sky. 

Peter Evans : Back down in the lab at Princeton,Norm Jurossic is also carrying out final tests [Perhaps if this is considered cosmic palaeontology Norm is cosmologists version of Jurassic Park -LB] on the sensitivity of the electronic radiation detectors,the radiometers on board the MAP satellite,to see how well they can pick up those tiny fluctuations. 

Norm Jurossic : One of the very strong selling points of this particular instrument was the fact that we can do about 95% of our testing with the instrument warm.If you take a look on the computer screen there,there are two lines being drawn across the screen now,and being updated about 20 times a second,and the difference between those lines is a measure of the difference of the two temperatures in the radiometer,the two spots that it's actually measuring. 

Peter Evans : Right. 

Norm Jurossic : And if I very quickly heat up one of those little sources,that's simulating the sky,by a few tenths of a degree,you can easily see that those lines are going together.... 

Peter Evans : Immediately,almost immediately,yeah. 

Norm Jurossic : And again this is....so that temperature has just increased about three tenths of a degree in that time,and you can see there's a very ,very distinct output from the radiometers,and the radiometers are typically a factor of 10 to 50 times more sensitive when they're cold. 

Peter Evans : That's an impressive demonstration that.How much flexibility is there in this instrumentation in the sense that suppose there were some anomalies,some things,some unpredicted things out there in the microwave background radiation,have your detectors got the flexibility to make those detections? 

Norm Jurossic : If we find a particularly interesting patch at some point,we might be able to slow down the scanning and concentrate in,and look more deeply at that one spot.I think that first we'll have most of the big ideas right,I think there are some surprises waiting here. 

Peter Evans : A reasonable assumption.Everyone was surprised when BOOMERANG suggested that the universe is flat.Remarkably flat.Ridiculously flat,you might say,because you'd expect any tiny departure from flatness in the early universe to have been amplified over time as everything expanded.BOOMERANG saw just a flat expanse,like a leaden pond, reaching back two billion light years.Not only was there surprise from BOOMERANG,but a strong hint of conflict too.It seemed to contradict the picture painted by Einstein,who theorised that space is curved,its fabric warped by massive objects such as stars and galaxies. 

Marcus Chown : The theory of gravity will tell us that in fact space should be very curved,it is much more likely to be extremely curved than flat,so we have to explain that,and the standard explanation is in fact that what we see out to what's called "The Horizon" of the universe is only a tiny fraction of all there is,and so that over all in this mega universe,which is hugely bigger than out tiny little bubble,the universe is quite curved,but within our tiny tiny bit,we only see a small proportion so we only see flatness.
[This could be seen two ways.Either scientists are trying to squeeze the universe into the theory rather than adapting the theory around facts which is unscientific.Or there is real substance to the idea, rather as our own world looks flat out to the horizon when in fact the surface is curved -LB] 

Carlos Frenke : All we need to recognise is the fact that the universe has been around for a certain amount of time,about 12 billion years or so,and light could have only travelled so far in that time.So in other words "the edge" of our visible universe is that part of the universe from which a light signal would have taken 12 billion years to reach us.But,there could be more universe beyond the visible universe and we know nothing about the geometry of that greater universe. 

Marcus Chown : You can imagine lots of complicated geometries,if we imagine a three dimensional object,it doesn't have to be like a football,I mean it could have holes punched in it,it could be like a doughnut,it could have 15 holes in it.Now if you step up to 4 dimensions you can imagine the number of possible geometries changes greatly.And so it is quite possible that we live in a really unusual universe. 

Peter Evans : So it's possible that our universe is both flat and curved,Einstein can still be right.As for the actual geometry beyond flatness,well,that's where the strange branch of mathematics called "Topology" comes to the fore.It's a playground for mind games where bizarre geometries are put forward to resolve the evidence from observations.As it happens the BOOMERANG telescope did indeed find a hint of curvature at the edges of our visible,extraordinarily flat universe.It's fuelling the topologists imagination as to the shape beyond,and the hence the overall shape of the universe on the grander scale.But observations of the cosmic microwave background radiation,go beyond mere shape, to size. Harvard astrophysicist Martin White has been pouring over the BOOMERANG results to try to get some clues to the dimensions of a flat universe.Does it have an end,or does it go on forever? 

Martin White : You have a choice between whether the universe is in fact going to be infinite or finite. Einstein's equations don't demand one thing or the other,it's observations that really have to make the decision,and one of the possibilities is,for example,imagine if the universe even were just flat,you could imagine you know going off one end of the universe and wrapping back on to the other side,it's like a video game I used to play when I was growing up,it was called "Asteroids",as you ran off the rights hand side of the screen,you'd run back on to the left hand side of the screen again,and you can certainly imagine,you know the universe doing that.So then when you looked out to your right,if you looked far enough,you'd see something actually that was to your left hand side.
[This is rather like looking so far in one direction around the Earth that you see the back of your head.You have to remember that space is not doughnut (or whatever) shaped in 3D space,since it is the shape of 3D space that is being referred to -LB] 
But of course the light would have taken a very,very long time to get to you,going all the way around the universe like that,and so you'd see it when it was much,much younger. 

Norm Jurossic : (??) I find one of the more disturbing things about an infinite universe is there's a finite number of atoms in the visible universe and only a finite number of ways you can arrange them, roughly.We actually are having this conversation in a infinite,nearly uniform universe,and infinite number of times,and there are many versions of this conversation,where you and I are both wearing funny hats,but everything else in the universe is the same.
[I don't buy the "Sliders" scenario.Multiverses with slight variations are a product of the Quantum probability scenario,they are more hypothetical creations of the abstraction of the idea as opposed to any kind of reality.What it means is "in some sense all possible mutations exist at the same time".This is really an indication of the open endedness of the future, whether in fact there is an "reality" to alternative worlds really beggars what is meant by "reality".The "collapse of the wave function" suggests that there really is no future until it becomes "now" ,whatever "now" means in terms of relativity.The idea that there are other worlds is rather unscientific since it is difficult to see how one would test such a thing.However the "many worlds" scenario has been exploited by David Deutsch to show how the "Grandfather paradox" of time travel might be resolved.If there is "another you" then by travelling in time,you might necessarily end up on a different time line or in "another world" and be able to shoot a grandfather that is your doppleganger's and not yours,this would mean that your doppleganger would not come to be. I imagine this : If he goes and kills your grandfather and you,his,surely you both cease to be and cannot carry out the murders? I think these kinds of speculation have little to do with actual physics,least of all in this universe,and that time is tied up with a conceptual framework of the brain.The notion of "other worlds" is an interpretation of quantum physics and not a reality -LB] 

Carlos Frenke : And all sorts of bizarre things are bound to happen.Somewhere else in a very distant part of the universe,almost certainly beyond the observable universe,there will be a world that looks just like ours except that I'm interviewing you instead of interviewing me.
[I also don't by the simplistic swapping of single events based on this kind of scenario either.If probability is anything to do with it,there may well be such a place,but given the ridiculous number of circumstances in our universe,the idea that a place exists with only one characteristic inverted is almost inconceivable.Having said that,if there are an infinite number of variations,then it is essentially 100% likely that such a place exists. However,I think the whole notion is based on a misconception,but then I'm not a physicist and I haven't done the calculations,and thus like Mr Martin (see Xoom gravity.html) my intuitions are unlikely to have any bearing on what is actually the case -LB] And there'll be another universe where everything is just the same as here,but William Hague is the Prime Minister and Tony Blair is in the opposition,and so on. 
[Now that is so inconceivably unlikely that is just can't be true -LB] So my principle choice really,is for a universe that is finite,which avoids these terribly disturbing philosophical considerations. 

Peter Evans : "How can it be", say theoreticians such as Dave Spoegel,"that a universe with a definite beginning and containing a finite,if inconceivably huge amount of material go on forever?" 
[Firstly we don't know it had such a beginning.Even if the MBR is evidence of a big bang,the mathematics speaks of a "smearing out" of the "beginning" into "imaginary time".How much this is a product of mathematics not being able to deal with the extreme densities surrounding the compression of matter,may not be easily known.But the assumption of a literal "start" is subject to further considerations.,such as if all the matter is retrogressed in time does it actually field a local point or does it pass backwards through itself and out the other side,rather as galaxies can nearly collide.If there was enough rotational energy,the matter may not have started at point,but could be in continuous movement around a local centre and oscillate over aeons never actually producing a "big crunch" so much as a very high density as it then,perhaps under some basic repulsion,is flung apart before it reaches the sub-atomic sizes predicted by physics. This still leaves the philosophical conundrum of how such a oscillating system ever came to be,and even positing that it is some sub-section of a wider scheme of quantum foam,does nothing to curtail the endless question of why anything bothers to exist in any form at all. Those who see cause and effect in our universe assume that the universe itself "could not have come from nothing of its own volition".In fact there is nothing to stop a universe "springing into existence out of nothing".The idea that if nothingness existed the universe is precluded from existence,is made a mockery by virtue of the fact that it exists.It clearly DID come into being. If there was an initial moment or more correctly if spacetime decided to exist,it had as much choice not to as doing so,there is thus nothing to stop it.The universe doesn't have to comply with it's own laws of cause and effect when coming into being. Further,in Quantum physics these laws break down anyway,as they do in relativity,and QP speaks of "probability" in terms of events.The universe could have sprang from the pure capacity of infinite choice.This is not very fulfilling,but it could be so. It takes away the need for a creative moment or creator.Further and more bizarrely, if one utilises the kind of ideas of space time that follow in this article it is possible that the universe is the source of its own creation.Although this seems paradoxical,if time is seen rather like the "Mobius strip" featured here,then we could have a scenario that has been used in various feature films and Sci Fi novels,where someone causes a catastrophe by going back in time and changing something.If space is like the surface of the Earth then why cannot time be like that also,requiring no beginning and no end,because all events are relative? Thus the notion that the universe has a "beginning" could be absurd,because the notion of time as linear series of frames like a cinematic movie,maybe too simple to analyse universal processes.It would be as absurd as saying the Earth has a "top".If in fact time is like that then "what happened before the big bang?" is an absurd and naive question.In a sense it is anyway,if time itself came into being at some point.Notice that I'm having to refer to time in terms of itself,ie time came into being at some point in time. This self referral is indicative that there is something awry with the conceptual framework,and is evidence of the absurd nature of the question.You cannot have a "before" that predates the beginning of time -LB] 
Well the answer lies in geometry.Lay flat a narrow strip of paper say a foot long,and run your finger from end to end,that's a finite journey.Now give the strip a half twist,and join up the ends,you can now run your finger along it for all eternity.Geometry in this case a Mobius twist generates infinity from the finite. 

Norm Jurossic : (??) Philosophically I actually find it bizarre,whether or not the universe is finite or infinite.If the universe is finite we have this possibility of travelling off in one direction and coming back to where we started,it also implies,if the universe is finite,that we have the possibility of looking out,when we look out in the universe,we look back in time,and that some of the distant galaxies that we see,might actually be our own,in the distant past,which is one of the intriguing features of finite universe. 

Peter Evans : So when astronomers catalogue these billions upon billions of galaxies out there,they might be overestimating? 

Norm Jurossic : (??) Well it's possible that some of those distant galaxies could be copies of our own. 

Peter Evans : When we look out into the night sky then we may be seeing multiple images of the same finite set of galaxies. [Further reason as to why Astrology is a pile of BS -LB] A bit like a hall of mirrors [See notknot.html and certain.html @xoom,and also my poems at AOL.com -LB],giving the illusion of the universe being infinite.Is it an illusion though? We can only really tell if we can find repeated images of some easily recognisable object at different times and at different orientations in the sky.That's not easy to do.but the MAP satellite may well find out as it scans the afterglow of the big bang across the entire sky. 

Norm Jurossic : (??) We're basically looking out and mapping a surface 20 billion light years in radius,so we getting out to this enormous surface and we're looking out at the same time everywhere on the surface.If the universe was finite,a point that we might be looking at on one part of the sky,is actually the same point that we're looking at somewhere else on the sky.So we'd see the same pattern of hot and cold spots repeated on two different parts of the sky. And the way we'll look for that,is we'll actually look for circles on the sky,where we can draw circles find a pattern of hot cold,cold hot,on one region of the sky,find the identical pattern somewhere else on the sky.
[This in itself is no proof,it could be by sheer coincidence that unrelated zones share the same variation.However if myriad repeats are found this increases the "likelihood" that this is true,and thus it would be upon a statistical basis that this idea would be true. Let's not underestimate the importance of statistics then -LB] 
If the universe is infinite,it's statistically highly unlikely that we would see repeated patterns like that. On the other hand,if the universe is finite that will turn out to be the tell-tale signature of the finite universe,and if we identify these patterns by measuring...first of all by detecting them we'd know the universe is finite,by measuring their properties we'd learn what is its shape.How were the sides glued together.How big is it? And once we've done that,I would be able to turn to an astronomical colleague of mine and say "That distant galaxy you observed, that's actually our own galaxy,ten billion years ago" 

Peter Evans : The MAP satellite then has the potential to clinch both the shape and the size of the cosmos.It may also help with another worry,not the structure or dimensions of the universe but what it's made of.If you start with the idea of a flat universe,finite or infinite in size,it's simply not as heavy as it should be.If you add up all the matter and energy,stars, galaxies, dust, gas, atoms, molecules and radiation, there's not enough to explain the cosmos as we observe it.Martin White again. 

Martin White : If you had no matter at all in an expanding universe,then space would start out being curved,and as you start adding matter to it,you actually start reducing the curvature,until you get to a critical point where it goes from being negatively curved to basically having no curvature at all,or being,you know what we call "flat",and then if you keep adding even more matter to it,then it curl up on itself and form like the surface of a ball,and become positively curved,and if you actually measure how much matter,stuff that we see out there,you come short of the amount that would be needed to take us from this negatively curved to a flat universe,but what BOOMERANG has shown us is that the geometry of the universe is extraordinarily close to flat,you'd have to go out to many billions of light years before you could tell anything at all about the departure from flatness,and so therefore,you're in this situation where you're looking for some missing energy associated with empty space,because you know other independent evidence would suggest that the sum of the amount of matter that we see and this energy would in fact be just what you'd need to make the universe flat,and we think today,that the energy due to empty space makes up around about 70% of the total amount that's needed to make the universe flat. 

Peter Evans : MAP it's hoped,will detect and unscramble that missing 30% of matter,sorting out how much is regular matter with which we are familiar,and how much so called "dark matter" unseen and unidentified.But MAP will only deliver if it really does have the superlative sensitivity that Lyman Page has been trying to achieve.Just think of it,a satellite recording temperature variations measured in millionths of a degree,microkelvins,orbiting in full sunlight one million miles away,how can it steer an error free path? Well the satellite is to be positioned at a so called Lagrange point.A kind of natural doldrums.A point of perfect gravitational equilibrium between the Earth and the Sun. 
[It's curious that no Astrologer ever mentions these in their spurious accounts of our interactions with the heavens,perhaps it's because they don't know how the heavens function - LB] 

Lyman Page : This whole game is controlling these errors,you know,to make this measurement to a microkelvin,without having this 300 kelvin Earth beneath you or a 6000 kelvin Sun behind you! And once we have this detailed picture,we'll see if there's anything wrong with the picture we have. 

Peter Evans : In terms of the sort of interference of the Sun and the Earth,indeed you've actually been able to as it were,simulate what the problems might be here on the roof? 

Lyman Page : Yeah,so here we have set up a mock-up of MAP,a little over half the satellite from the top of the physics building,and on top of the math building 150 metres away,we have mounted a radiation source,which is many times brighter than the Sun. 

Peter Evans : Now that's...that's...oh that's the building there,and that's that white box,is it? 

Lyman Page : It's the white box up there. Peter Evans : It's the white box right. 

Lyman Page : We're peering up to it,and it's beaming microwaves down at us,and down at the satellite,you turn on and off the source very fast,and then look in our detectors and look for the same variations in our detectors that the source has. 

Peter Evans : Because you need the Sun to power the satellite,but you don't need the Sun to interfere with your readings from the background source? 

Lyman Page : Exactly.It looks like we have it under control and it won't interfere! 

Peter Evans : So there's a little Lagrange point that is forever Princeton? 

Lyman Page : (laughing) That's right! 

Peter Evans : While Lyman Page waits for the launch of MAP later in the year,another major microwave background probe is also taking shape this time at the European Space Agency.It's called PLANCK after the German physicist,and it's designed to look even further back in time.Martin White is one of the PLANCK scientists 

Martin White : The idea behind PLANCK is really to provide us with a detailed map with very,very,you know,good resolution and very,very high sensitivity and fidelity,that we can just map out,not juts,you know, the big picture,but the fine nuances of the whole thing,and probe the conditions that were going on right in that surface when the universe was only 300,000 years old with a huge amount of precision.Once you can actually analyse what the fluctuations are actually doing in detail,we can understand what the initial conditions were that were set up,that those waves are reacting to,and so you really get a handle on what's happening you know,much,much earlier than 300,000 years.Essentially all the way back to time T=0,and that would be quite impressive. [It surely would, if there wasn't a time T=0 ! -LB] 

Peter Evans : Nice bit of understatement there,what PLANCK will do is take physics to the very threshold of metaphysics.If the big bang was the starting pistol of creation,PLANCK will practically see the trigger being squeezed,which begs the eternal question of what happened before the bang? [Here it comes..... -LB] Before there was any space or time.I'll be kicking over that particular cosmological can of worms in a later Frontiers. [Watch this space -LB] Meanwhile cosmology for centuries,a speculative ,some would say fanciful if not flaky branch of science is coming into its own as a line of enquiry based for the first time in history on solid observational evidence. 

"It's fair to say that we only knew 3-4 things about the universe,we knew that it was expanding,we knew that there was this afterglow of the big bang,oddly enough we knew the abundance of the element helium,which is also a cosmological probe,and we knew that the sky at night was dark,incredibly that actually tells us that there was a big bang,but we didn't realise that until recently.So with 4 observations we've developed these incredibly complicated big bang models that contain dark matter and all sorts of exotic things.But really we founded the science on very shaky foundations.But with MAP and PLANCK we hope to get literally hundreds or even thousands of observations of the universe to put into our models.So cosmology will no longer be a shaky science,it will be a quite firmly founded science." 

"Detailed maps of the 3 dimensional structure in the universe are being completed as we speak,and I know that in the next 5 years we have various groups who are mapping out the actual distribution of mass in the universe by using the fact that mass bends light,and thus distorts the images of background galaxies. [Another factor Astrologers don't seem to be aware of -LB] We have all of these different probes all really coming together,and the really exciting thing about the whole field right now,is that the picture does actually seems to be making some kind of sense,I mean I wouldn't claim that there's no mysteries left by any stretch of the imagination,but they're all telling different parts of the same story,and it wasn't even clear if that was true maybe even 4-5 years ago." 



